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OUR TEAM
Meet Carley Giles
She was responsible for the cultural probe method of photo studies, and
mediated closed card sort experiential interviews. She also collected
secondary research on the history of Jeni’s Splendid Ice Cream. Carley was
the designer behind the scenario model for experiencing Jeni’s.
Meet Angela Mastronicolas
She was responsible for the cultural probe method of guided diary, and
mediated creative tool-kit experiential interviews. She also collected
secondary research on the current reviews on Jeni’s Splendid Ice Cream.
Angela was the designer behind the stake holder map.
Meet Sarah Maye Myers
She was responsible for the cultural probe method of mapping, and
mediated playacting experiential interviews. She also collected secondary
research on Jeni’s financial success. Sarah was the designer behind the
Jeni’s journey map model.
Meet Gennifer Valentini
She was responsible for the cultural probe method of daily moments,
and mediated open card sort experiential interviews. She also collected
secondary research on Jeni’s current success. Gennifer was the designer
behind both personas.
Meet Gabby Wilson
She was responsible for the cultural probe method of self-inventory, and
mediated collaging experiential interviews. She also collected secondary
research on Jeni’s fellowship model and mission. Gabby was the designer
behind the current experience model. She was also the project organizer,
and main content editor.
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PROJECT OVERVIEW
A study was performed by a group of five Design students at the Ohio State
University. The purpose was to understand people’s current experience with the
design of Jeni’s Splendid Ice Cream Shops. Key questions included whether or not
the experience of Jeni’s is desirable, functional and successful. Secondary research
was sought out before the study to get a better grasp on Jeni’s history, fellowship
model/mission, financial and current success, and current reviews. After learning
about Jeni’s Ice Cream, a diverse group of research participants were sent out into
a shop with one of five different cultural probes to collect unique data. The same
customers then participated in experiential interviews mediated by the research team
members to learn even more insight on people’s current experience with the design of
Jeni’s Splendid Ice Cream Shops.
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SECONDARY RESEARCH
Jeni’s Splendid Ice Creams was founded in 2002 in
Columbus, Ohio by Jeni Britton Bauer. Her first store
opened in the North Market focusing on artisan
desserts, which Jeni studied in school. Jeni’s now
partners with her alma mater, The Ohio State University
to help appeal to the store’s primary audience of
young adults.
Jeni’s mission is to ultimately to bring people together.
They attempt to generate connection and sparks
amongst their customers, and to build community
amongst the people they buy from. To accomplish
connection inside their shops, they claim to have an
artful attention to detail and customer experience.
They view service as an art, which creates a feel good
environment for both their employees and customers.
This idea of community and connection is also a huge
part of their fellowship model. Jeni’s fellowship model
is to know the people they work with, because they
believe higher quality ingredients come from having
relationships with the people they buy from. The
company prides itself on their “standards of social
and environmental performance, accountability,
and transparency.” They work with minority-owned
businesses and employ a diverse group of people to
ensure those standards are upheld. Jeni’s strives to
become a better company every day.
In just twenty years, Jeni Britton Bauer has taken her
small ice cream stand in the North Market and turned
it into a booming business with about 30 stores, more
than 1,700 retail outlets, 550 employees, and about
$25 million in annual sales. Jeni’s has managed
to grow into other major cities including Nashville,
Chicago, and Los Angeles. However, that kind of
growth does not exist without a few hiccups. The
company has had more than one instance of a listeria

episode and one of those occurrences was in this past
year (2017). Two samples of seventy-five were found
to have listeria at the 909 Michigan Ave. facility: the
floor next to the prep room and the floor of the wash
room by a drain which was two feet from a sink used to
wash, rinse and sanitize equipment used in production.
Immediate actions were taken to correct and control
the issue which, luckily, was much less costly than past
times. In 2015, there had been a previous listeria issue
that required a recall and a profit loss of $2.5 million.
Current reviews about Jeni’s ice cream shop customer
experience show there is still a large satisfaction
rate with the company. According to yelp and
tripadvisor, the current rating out of five stars, for
customer satisfaction, is a 4.5. Customers rave about
the freshness of Jeni’s ice cream, as well as the wide
variety of flavors. Customers also highlighted the
overall uniqueness of the franchise. One customer
stated, “I love that they give you a waffle cone wedge
with your bowl, so there’s no need to sacrifice not
eating their freshly made cones if you opt for the easier
sharing option.” Across the board, most customers felt
that Jeni’s has speedy service, helpful staff, delicious ice
cream, and a unique atmosphere.
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PARTICIPANT SELECTION

CULTURAL PROBE METHODS

A total of ten participants agreed to take part in
the research study. Since Jeni’s Splendid Ice Cream
targets a hipper and younger crowd, the research was
focused toward college students. In fact, out of all the
participants, ninety percent were college students.
Two-thirds of the college students were 20 years-old
and the remaining third were 19 years-old. One
participant was 45 years old. Having a participant with
a drastic age difference was essential, so that her data
could be used as an outlier to compare against the
students’ data.

Guided Diary

Although the participants were relatively the same age,
an effort was made to select a diverse group within
Jeni’s target audience. Diversity stemmed from both
gender and personal experience with Jeni’s Splendid
Ice Cream Shops. Exactly half of participants identified
as female, and the other half identified as male. In
terms of experience level, half of the participants
had never attended a Jeni’s Ice Cream Shop before
partaking in the study. Of the five that had not attended
a shop location before, three of them had tasted
Jeni’s ice cream from store-bought pints. Out of the
five that had attended before, two of them considered
themselves as regulars. First-timer participants were
important to see their impression of the store. Regular
goers data was also important to get a unique insiders
look into Jeni’s. Both demographics and experience
supplied a good contrast of participants.
While anyone could have been chosen to participate,
the final ten were people who expressed an interest
in the research. This was important because interest
implied they would provide useful, thought-out data.

Participants were handed a single sheet of paper with
one instruction on the top of the page: write about your
entire experience at Jeni’s from beginning to end while
describing the atmosphere, layout, service, interactions,
and your emotions. This question was intended to guide
the participant on what to observe and write about
during their experience at Jeni’s. The question was
open-ended and gave the participant room to write
freely about their experience.
This method was successful because since the
participant had free-range to write whatever they
wanted regarding their experience, it lead to more
accurate findings. Giving participants a list of specific
questions to ask, would have provided adequate
results, but this method allowed them to write about
what they thought made Jeni’s special from their own
point of view. This proves to be beneficial by helping
researchers truly comprehend what makes the design of
Jeni’s so special.
Daily Moments
Participants were sent to go out and experience any
Jeni’s Ice Cream Shop location of their choice. They
were then asked to fill out a few short prompted
questions on slips of paper. The questions asked about
their experience with different stages of visiting Jeni’s.
There were five questions on five slips of paper stapled
together. The participant was given as much time
as they needed and were verbally directed to make
answers personal, but at the same time, short and to
the point. The questions were as follows: 1. Describe
your experience walking in: Were you greeted?
How did you feel? Was the door already open? 2.
Describe the process of getting your ice cream: How
many flavors did you try? Was there a line? Which did
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you choose? Why? Cost? Size? Time of process? 3.
Describe the service: Were they friendly, Did they seem
glad to help, Did they know what they were talking
about? 4. Describe how you felt eating in: Where did
you sit? Who did you sit with? Describe the furniture,
decorations, and layout. 5. Describe your overall
experience: How did you feel? How many people did
you interact with, and who?

Photo Studies
Before arriving at Jeni’s, participants were handed a
small note card prompting them to take at least 20
pictures during their visit. They were given five topics
to base these photos off of, with a minimum of four
photos per topic. The topics were as stated, “Aesthetic”,
“Functional”, “Interaction”, “Good” and “Bad”, all of
which were left to the participant’s interpretation.

Overall, daily moments was successful in gaining
relevant and timely data from participants. The
participants were under no pressure, so they gave open
and honest answers. In the future, participants could
be asked the questions one by one as they go through
the experience, instead of all of them at one time. This
would allow it to be even more fresh in their minds.

Photo Studies was successful in that it allowed unique
visualization of exactly what participants saw as
“Aesthetic”, “Functional”, “Interaction”, “Good”
and “Bad.” It also gave direct examples that were
creative and completely up to the participant’s own
interpretation. Next time, there should be a required
short caption for each photo so the participant can
explain why they took the picture.

Mapping
Both participants received one 11” x 17” sheet of
paper prior to entering Jeni’s. The sheet included a
general floor plan of the establishment, and a timesheet
for the participants to document their experiences.
On the floor plan, the participants used lines, shapes,
and letters to represent the path and location of
each activity they completed. Below that, there were
six columns on the timesheet for them to complete
during their experience: (1) start time; (2) end time;
(3) location; (4) activity/action; (5) items; (6) other
feelings/experiences.
The mapping method proved to be successful for this
study because it documented both the participants’
physical experience and emotional experience. They
were able to show what features made maneuvering
through the establishment easier, or more difficult, and
at what points they felt happy or uneasy. Next time,
there should be a column on the timesheet for the
participants to describe each interaction they had with
other people because community is such an important
part of the Jeni’s brand.

Self Inventory
Research participants were sent to different Jeni’s
shop locations with a guided sheet for collecting
self-inventory data. The form was sectioned off by
categories to simplify keeping track of things. Specific
requests were required, such as number of employees,
number of chairs, number of customers and number of
interactions. Room was provided for brief descriptions
of what the participants were counting. The form also
included room for participants to decide their own
self inventory categories. Participants returned the
sheet after going to Jeni’s. They reported which Jeni’s
location they went to and how long was spent there.
The self-inventory method was successful because
participants took it seriously and filled out their guided
forms in depth. Having the specific form color coded
was one successful element that made this cultural
probe more fun and enjoyable for participants. Next
time, more room should be left for the participants to
create their own categories, since unique data can
come from raw thoughts.
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EXPERIENTIAL INTERVIEW METHODS
Open Card Sort
After participants visited one of Jeni’s Ice Cream Shop
locations, they were set up with a computer that had
a card sorting program open. The program gave
directions that were put in by a researcher. Participants
were first directed to type any words or phrases they
associated with Jeni’s on at least 30 different cards.
After filling in all of their cards participants were asked
to sort them in any way they saw fit. Following the
“free” sort, they were asked to sort the cards into the
following categories: 1) Good & Bad 2) Physical &
Psychological 3) Community vs Individual 4) Timeline
of when it’s introduced (first to last). After each sort,
the researcher asked questions to gain insight on why
certain cards were put into categories. A note taker
digitally recorded all questions and answers to be
analyzed later.
Open card sort was a good way to get into the head
of the participant and see what relationships they
made with certain aspects of Jeni’s. The data collected
was in depth, but may not be as relevant to the
overall experience of Jeni’s as other methods. In the
future, participants should be encouraged to be more
creative with titling the cards, and instructed to focus on
experiential components rather than physical items in
the store.
Closed Card Sort
While at a Jeni’s Ice Cream Shop location, participants
were handed a pack of more than 30 cards with
predetermined words associated with Jeni’s on them.
They were then asked to take the cards and sort
them however they saw fit. After this grouping, they
were asked to re-sort the cards five more times based
on the instructed topics: Good Vs. Bad, Physical vs.
Psychological, Community vs Individual, Timeline
from when it’s introduced, and Most Important to

Least Important. After each round, follow up questions
included asking what each group consisted of overall,
asking a title for each pile, and asking why certain
cards were organized together. Photos were taken of
every pile made as participants moved along, followed
by notes for each that were collected by a note taker.
This interview method was successful in that it provided
a lot of data on how participants felt about Jeni’s in
many different aspects. It collected data on what was
important to them and what was least important, what
they liked compared to what they didn’t, and things that
stood out and things that may have been overlooked.
However, next time it would be helpful to shorten either
the amount of cards or how many different ways they
must be sorted because participants can become
impatient towards the end.
Collaging
Participants were handed a piece of paper titled
Jeni’s and asked to demonstrate their concept of
Jeni’s Ice Cream. Tools were gathered beforehand for
participants. These tools consisted of colored paper,
scissors, tape, markers, sticker, and paper cutouts.
These cutouts included a variety of different chairs,
tables and logo’s for participants to be especially
particular when selecting them for their collage.
Items such as freezers, decorations, merchandise,
lighting, napkin dispensers and other ice cream shop
trinkets were also available to them. Participants had
permission to cut out extra shapes or to draw what
else they needed. After completion of the collage,
participants were asked specific follow-up questions on
why they made specific decisions such as: Is this a real
interpretation or imagined interpretation and why was
this stool chosen instead of this chair? A note taker took
in depth responses on their answers.
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A second round of the interview was initiated by
adding cutout people into their collaged layout of
Jeni’s. After completion of the round-two, participants
were asked specific follow-up questions on why they
made specific decisions relating to why they placed
people where they did in their shop design. The final
round of the interview was adding mood/emotion
stickers to their piece to represent how something made
both themselves and the cutout people feel.
Creative Tool Kit
Participants were presented with a 3-dimensional box
layout that resembled the inside of a standard Jeni’s
Ice Cream Shop. Along with the box, participants
were given small pieces of furniture that were similar
to the ones at actual Jeni’s locations. Photographs that
resembled a current layout of one of Jeni’s locations were
supplied to the participant as well. Each participant
was asked to arrange the furniture inside the box to
represent their ideal shop layout. They were asked
follow up questions, including questions inquiring about
if there was anything that could be improved within the
current layout that they were not able to show through
the model. To document findings photographs were
taken, as well as notes by a note taker.

This method proved to be successful because it allowed
the participants to interact first hand with objects and
shapes, and for them to be hands on with the creation
of their new layout. Past methods would have only
allowed for verbal communication, and occasionally
allowing the participant to write their own thoughts
or feelings freely. With this method, participants
could work with their hands, and to creatively think
on their own, to produce an ideal desired space,
3-Dimensionally.
Play Acting
Participants received a piece of 15” x 24” poster
board to serve as the scale perimeter of a Jeni’s
establishment. They were asked to design their own
Jeni’s establishment using two-dimensional furniture/
objects that are typically found in ice cream shops.
They were also given customer and employee pieces,
scraps of paper, glue, scissors and markers. Next, they
used the space and the people pieces to act out (in
character) their ideal Jeni’s experience. This included
how they used the space, what objects they could use,
who they interacted with and any other experiences
they wanted to have. Finally, the interviewer asked
them a few probing questions to fully understand their
design changes and decisions. A note taker joined to
write everything down digitally.
The play-acting method was more difficult to work with
because it was a little awkward for the participants
to “play” or “act” in front of the researcher. Using
the poster board layout and people piece helped to
lessen the awkwardness of acting in character. Next
time, the participants should be asked to act out
specific experiences and interactions. Since their only
guideline was, “act out your ideal Jeni’s experience,”
they did not provide a lot of detail in their scenes.
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FINDINGS
Once all research was gathered, the cultural probes
and experiential interview data was coded and broken
up for analysis. Deep analysis of all research methods
revealed insights that helped to understand how people
are currently experiencing the design of Jeni’s Splendid
Ice Cream Shops. Data was systematically organized
into groups to determine whether Jeni’s customer
experience is functional, desirable, and/or successful.
Ice Cream
Although this study did not set out to collect data on
ice cream, it is a part of the experience that cannot
be ignored. Jeni’s Splendid Ice Cream sets itself apart
from other ice cream parlors by offering unique flavors.
Strange flavor names like Brambleberry Crisp, The
Matterhorn, and Orange Blossom Buttermilk draw
attention to ice cream lovers. Participants reported
using multiple taste tester spoons before deciding what
flavors to pair together and purchase. They found it
both necessary and desirable that Jeni’s employees
allow guests to sample as many flavors as they desire.
Data expressed that the variety of flavors offered was
equally important to sampling them. Jeni’s offers both
unique flavors and standard flavors such as Darkest
Chocolate, Milkiest Chocolate and Vanilla. They also
offer around 30 flavors at each location, which made
participants excited without causing overwhelming
feelings. The variety allowed all participants to receive
a flavor combo they enjoyed and found desirable.
Multiple comments stated that the price of the ice
cream was high for the portion size compared to other
ice cream establishments. However, the price did not
seem to deter customers. Many justified the high price
by saying it was worth the taste, locality of ingredients
and uniqueness of an artisan desert. They felt that price
did not hinder the experience of Jeni’s.

Majority of participants reported that the employees
made the experience more enjoyable. Data confirms
that employees were extremely knowledgeable about
the ingredients and suppliers for each flavor. Each
location had two or more workers to help personalize
the experience and make it more functional.
Participants stated the service was speedy, yet intimate.
Reports of kind, nice, happy and helpful employees
turned up in the data with no negative reports.
Customer service experience was functioning, desirable
and successful.
Layout
Data shows that Jeni’s Ice Cream Shops function well
as ice cream parlors. Out of the three Jeni’s Shop
locations that were attended, all of them had two doors
which was found to help with the flow of customers.
Even though square-footage wise the shops were
somewhat small, participants reported that the layout
was roomy and could hold a large capacity of people.
Participants felt the spacious layout was desirable and
worked successfully to not create traffic or discomfort.
There were no complaints about the wait in line for ice
cream, or the inability to find seating. In fact, multiple
comments were made that Jeni’s ice cream shops
seemed slower than they expected. However, this is
most likely due to time of day and the season that the
data was collected, and is not significant enough to
determine the success of the Jeni’s experience.
Majority of Jeni’s locations are designed as a
communal layout with big tables, benches and bars to
promote a more social environment. Many participants
referred to the layout of the tables and chairs as
“picnic-style seating.” Customers reported that the
communal tables were surrounded by metal stools.
While they found the hip aesthetic of small metal stools
for a large wooden table desirable, an overwhelming
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percentage found them uncomfortable. Participants
wished they offered cozier seating options so they
could feel more comfortable and relaxed. Even though
the style of the chairs was not desirable for comfort,
the hip aesthetic and style of Jeni’s made seating only
a slight distraction from the overall desirability of Jeni’s
Ice Cream Shops.
Aesthetics
Many participants commented on the décor and
overall design of the interior. They found the use of
recycled materials for tiling, lighting, and structure
inspiring and enjoyable. Upcycled bricks and milk
bottle chandeliers were some of the small details that
gave the inside of Jeni’s character. The chalkboard
themed menus were crisp and efficient; participants
found the menu easy to read and visually appealing.
Data demonstrated that the chalkboard activity wall
was fun and entertaining. The creatively recycled
materials, chalkboards, metal stools, and white walls
were all features that led participants to describe the
overall ambiance as modern, hip and fresh. This clean
and simple, but unique, aesthetic was found to be
desirable to all participants.
Even the Jeni’s Logo and reinforcement of warmer
colors throughout the shop were noted by participants.
By using orange in her logo, Jeni subconsciously
made individuals think of ice cream. Nearly half of
the participants in the study mentioned that the pops
of color in the décor and logo reinforced the idea
that they were inside an ice cream parlor. The use of
color sporadically in the décor created a more fun
environment than if the walls were all bright warm
colors. Participants were satisfied by the playful feel
against the modern shop interior.

Brand Success
Jeni Britton Bauer, the founder of Jeni’s Splendid Ice
Cream, wanted her shops to be a place that promoted
community, diversity, localism and happiness. Data
found that even though the seating of Jeni’s is set
up functionally in shops for a communal feel, most
customers admitted they only collaborated with those
they attended with, and employees. Participants
reported that other customers were only socializing
with their groups as well. Community tables and
layout doesn’t automatically make a space have
more interaction. Although Jeni’s wasn’t successful in
creating new interactions, they managed to still create
a communal and social environment which participants
found made the atmosphere both loving and inviting.
Jeni Bauer was successful in promoting diversity.
Although participants recorded customers inside Jeni’s
Shop locations at 40 and younger, many shared that
customers were diverse in race, gender, sexuality
and family structure. A variety of families with young
children, couples, and college aged friend groupings
were spotted inside the shop locations.
The shop locations were effective at promoting localism
through their material choices and unique ice cream
flavors. Many participants found Jeni’s focus on local
suppliers to be desirable, authentic and valuable.
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Overall, both the customers and employees seem
genuinely happy while experiencing a Jeni’s Ice Cream
Shop location. The space was functional since it was
designed as an open, modern space with communal
seating, multiple doors, and adequate amount of staff.
The effort to be local, the unique décor and overall
ambiance of the shop was found desirable. Customers
found the seating and price slightly uncomfortable,
but were able to look past it because of the excellent
customer service, tasty artisan desert and modern-hip

atmosphere that Jeni’s shop locations deliver. The
functionality and desirability both played into the
current experience of Jeni’s Splendid Ice Cream Shops
to be successful. Jeni Britton Bauer was able to create
an environment where a diverse group of people
felt invited, loved, happy, entertained, satisfied and
inspired. Her distinctive local approach and focus on
community paid off, as Jeni’s Shop locations continue
to open around the country and her business flourishes.

Logo
Diverse
Happy
Smart
Quick
Kind

Unique
Modern

Communal
Inviting
Spacious

Playful
Clean

Success

PRICE
COMFORT

COMMUNITY
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PERSONAS

Jeni’s target audience are those who care about local ingredients and have a love
for ice cream. Secondary research found that people between the ages of 18 and
30 are mainly targeted because of Jeni’s hip aesthetic and modern feel. College
students and local adults were primarily used as research participants to gather
data based off of Jeni’s Target Audience.
Derek and Mai were designed from the data gathered from real participant’s
experiences in mind. Through the research methods, pain points and goals of
potential personas became clear. College students in the study seem to be more
conscious of ingredients, while adults in the study were concerned with supporting
local business and were pleased by the non-commercialization of Jeni’s.
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STAKE HOLDER

Secondary research allowed a better understanding of Jeni Britton Bauer’s main
goals for her Splendid Ice Cream stores. She outlines the importance of creating a
community among the people that interact with her various shops. She also finds
the happiness and satisfaction of her customers, employees and suppliers, to be key
factor in her success of the business. When it comes to the needs and feelings of the
specific people that interact with the enterprise, our cultural probes and interview
methods helped reveal a better understanding on what was most important. After
reviewing all of the information, it was obvious that Jeni’s customers need to feel
comfortable, welcomed, valued, and engaged. As for her employees, being engaged
was also an important factor when it came to the success of her business, along with
being friendly, invested, informed, and personable. Jeni also treats and supports her
employees and suppliers like family. Through more analysis, it was concluded that
Jeni’s suppliers are appreciated, important, and local.
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USER SCENARIO

Jeni’s Ice Cream Shop

Employee’s greet customers as they walk in

Customers receive endless taste tests

Customers pay for ice cream

Employee’s inform customers about each flavor

Customers enjoy!

The ten participants studied had very similar journeys to the scenario above.
Everyone started off by walking into a Jeni’s Splendid Ice Cream Shop. Majority
of our Participants were kindly greeted by a Jeni’s employee, and those that were
not still mentioned friendly service. Participants would go on to taste test a number
of different ice cream flavors that the employees were happy to inform them about.
Endless taste testing was a part of the experience that all participants mentioned
and were satisfied with. After tasting, participants would choose their flavor(s) and
pay for the ice cream. They then would find seating somewhere inside the shop to
sit and enjoy their ice cream.
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USER JOURNEY MAP
Jeni’s Splendid Ice Creams
Journey Map
ENTER
BEFORE
ICE CREAM
Takes in
Jeni’s atmosphere

Looks at all 32
flavor options

Taste-tests
unlimited samples

$

WITH
ICE CREAM
Orders ice cream

Pays for order

AFTER
ICE CREAM
Enjoys ice cream

Throws trash away

EXIT

Selects seating from a
variety of choices

+

May engage in
additional activities

The research findings revealed that Jeni’s customers interact with the space in
a fairly consistent way. Upon entry, they pause to take in the environment and
aesthetic nuances of the store. Next, they scan the ice cream flavor options and
sample the ones that interest them most. Once they have selected their favorite
flavor combination, the customers purchase the ice cream and select a seat from
the variety of seating options that Jeni’s offers. They are then free to enjoy their
ice cream, throw away their trash, and leave the store or engage in some other
activities (i.e using the bathroom, getting water, drawing on the chalk board, and
looking at merchandise).
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